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Abstract. This paper is devoted to the study of some properties of the Laguerre transform. We define new properties of the Laguerre
transform in a weighted L2 space. Moreover, we present some results concerning the action of this integral transform over some
class of polynomials.
INTRODUCTION
The Laguerre polynomials appear naturally in many branches of pure and applied mathematics and mathematical
physics (see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 6]). Debnath [1] introduced the Laguerre transform and derived some of its properties. He
also discussed the applications in study of heat conduction [3] and to the oscillations of a very long and heavy chain
with variable tension [2]. Moreover, application of the integral Laguerre transforms for forward seismic modeling can
be seen in [5].
The Laguerre transform of a function f (x) is denoted by f˜(n) and defined by the integral
Lf f (x)g = ef(n) = Z 1
0
e xxL
n
(x) f (x)dx; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : (0.1)
provided the integral exists in the sense of Lesbegue, where Ln (x) is a generalized Laguerre polynomial of degree n
with order  >  1, and satisfies the following dierential equation
d
dx
"
e xx+1
d
dx
L
n
(x)
#
+ ne xxL
n
(x) = 0: (0.2)
The sequence of Laguerre polynomial (Ln (x))
1
n=0 have the following property:
1Z
0
e xxL
n
(x)L
m
(x)dx =
 
n + 
n
!
 ( + 1)nm; (0.3)
where nm is Kronecker function defined by
nm =
(
1; if n = m
0; if n , m (0.4)
and  ( + 1) =
Z 1
0
xe xdx:
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The inverse of the Laguerre transformation is then
f (x) =
1X
n=0
(n) 1ef(n)Ln (x) (0 < x < 1);
where n =
 
n + 
n
!
 ( + 1):
This paper is devoted to the study of the generalized Laguerre transform and some operational properties.
MAIN RESULTS
In this section we define new properties for the Laguerre transform in a weighted L2 space. Moreover, we present
some results concerning the action of this integral transform over some class of polynomial.
For 1  p  1 the space Lp; is defined via the following formula
Lp; =

f : (0;1) ! R :
Z 1
0
j f (x)jpe xxdx < 1

with the norm
jj f jjLp; =
 Z 1
0
j f (x)jpe xxdx
1=p
where the convention that
jj f jjLp; =
 Z 1
0
j f (x)jpe xxdx
!1=p
= ess supx2Rj f (x)j
if p = 1:
Clearly, if f is an arbitrary polynomial then f 2 Lp;:We also define
lp; =
8>><>>: f = ( f (n))1n=0 : 1X
n=0
j f (n)jp
 
n + 
n
!
< 1
9>>=>>;
with the norm
jj f jjlp; =
0BBBBB@ 1X
n=0
j f (n)jp
 
n + 
n
!1CCCCCA1=p :
We define the dierential operator R via the formula
R[ f (x)] = exx  ddx [e
 xx+1 ddx f (x)]
= x f
00
(x) + ( + 1   x) f 0 (x)
and then for n = 0; 1; :::, we have
Rn[ f (x)] = R[Rn 1[ f (x)]]:
Let P(x) be a polynomial. The dierential operator P(R) is obtain from P(x) by substituting x ! R: i.e., if
P(x) =
Pn
k=0 akx
k then
P(R)[ f (x)] =
nX
k=0
akRk[ f (x)]:
Moreover, we denote by
suppef = fn 2 Z+ : ef(n) , 0g
the support of the Laguerre transform of f .
Now, we have the following theorem
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Theorem 0.1 Let 1  p < 1, P(x) be a polynomial. Then for an arbitrary infinitely dierentiable function
f 2 Lp;, there exist the following limit
lim
m!1 jjP
m(R)[ f (x)]jj1=mLp;
and
lim
m!1 jjP
m(R)[ f (x)]jj1=mLp; = supfjP( n)j : n 2 suppefg:
Proof: From the definition of dierential operator R, we get
L

R

f (x)
	
=
R 1
0 e
 xxLn (x) exx 
d
dx
h
e xx+1 d fdx
i
dx
=
R 1
0 L

n (x)
d
dx
h
e xx+1 d fdx
i
dx:
Using the integral by part, we have
L

R

f (x)
	
=
"
e xx+1Ln (x)
d f
dx
#1
0
 
Z 1
0
e xx+1
dLn (x)
dx
d f
dx
dx
=  
Z 1
0
e xx+1
dLn (x)
dx
d f
dx
dx: (0.5)
We see that
 
Z 1
0
e xx+1
dLn (x)
dx
d f
dx
dx =
"
e xx+1
dLn (x)
dx
f (x)
#1
0
+
Z 1
0
d
dx
"
e xx+1
dLn (x)
dx
#
f (x) dx
=
Z 1
0
d
dx
"
e xx+1
dLn (x)
dx
#
f (x) dx: (0.6)
Then, from (0.2) it follows
 
Z 1
0
e xx+1
dLn (x)
dx
d f
dx
dx =  n
Z 1
0
e xx f (x) Ln (x) dx:
Hence
L

R

f (x)
	
=  nef (n) : (0.7)
Similarly, we get
L

Rm

f (x)
	
= ( 1)m nmef (n) : (0.8)
Hence, from this and the definition of Pm(R) we obtain
L

Pm(R)

f (x)
	
= Pm( n)ef (n) : (0.9)
Now, let consider  an arbitrary number in suppef: ThenZ 1
0
e xxL

(x)Pm(R)[ f (x)]dx = Rm( )ef(): (0.10)
Applying Ho¨lder inequality, we obtainZ 1
0
e xxL

(x)Pm(R)[ f (x)]dx
   Z 1
0
e xxjL

(x)jqdx
!1=q

 Z 1
0
e xxjPm(R)[ f (x)]jpdx
!1=p
: (0.11)
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Therefore, it follows from (0.10) and (0.11) that
jPm( )ef()j   Z 1
0
e xxjL

(x)jqdx
!1=q Z 1
0
e xxjPm(R)[ f (x)]jpdx: (0.12)
That mean
jPm( )ef()j   Z 1
0
e xxjL

(x)jqdx
!1=q
kPm(R)[ f (x)]kLp; : (0.13)
As L

is a polynomial, we obtain L

2 Lq; and then Z 1
0
e xxjL

(x)jqdx
!1=q
< 1:
It follows from ef() , 0 and (0.13) that
jP( )j  limm!1kPm(R)[ f (x)]k1=mLp; : (0.14)
Since (0.14) holds for all  2 suppef, we obtain
supfjP( )j :  2 suppefg  limm!1kPm(R)[ f (x)]k1=mLp; : (0.15)
Now, we will prove that
supfjP( )j :  2 suppefg  limm!1kPm(R)[ f (x)]k1=mLp; : (0.16)
Indeed, if suppef is an unbounded set then
supfjP( )j :  2 suppefg = 1
and (0.16) holds. Now, we only need to prove (0.16) for the case that suppef is a bounded set, that mean, f is a
polynomial and
M := supfjnj : n 2 suppefg < 1:
Hence
Pm(R)[ f (x)] =
MX
n= M
(n) 1Pm( n)ef(n)Ln (x) (0 < x < 1)
and
kPm(R)[ f (x)]kLp; 
PM
n= M(n) 1Pm( )ef(n)kLnkLp; (0.17)
 [supfjP( )j : n 2 suppefg]m PMn= M(n) 1ef(n)kLnkLp; (0.18)
which gives
limm!1kPm(R)[ f (x)]k1=mLp;  supfjP( )j :  2 suppefg:
Therefore, (0.16) have been proved. From (0.15) and (0.16), it is easy to see
lim
m!1 jjP
m(R)[ f (x)]jj1=mLp; = supfjP( n)j : n 2 suppefg;
and then the proof is complete.

Let P(x) = x. Then, according Theorem 0.1 we obtain
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Corollary 0.2 Let 1  p  1, P(x) be a polynomial. Then for an arbitrary arbitrary infinitely dierentiable
function f 2 Lp;, there exist the following limit
lim
m!1 jjR
m[ f (x)]jj1=mLp;
and
lim
m!1 jjR
m[ f (x)]jj1=mLp; = deg( f ):
Now, let consider an infinitely dierentiable function f : (0;1) ! R. Assume that we can define the sequence
of function (S m[ f (x)])1m=1 satisfying the condition
R(S m)[ f (x)] = S m 1[ f (x)]; 8m 2 N:
We also see that, for an arbitrary polynomial f we get ef (0) = 0 if and only if the sequence of function (S m[ f (x)])1m=1
is well defined and
S m[ f (x)] =
1X
n=1
(n) 1
  1
n
!m ef (n) Ln (x):
Next, we state the following theorem
Theorem 0.3 Let consider P(x) a polynomial and 1  p  1. Then for an arbitrary infinitely dierentiable
function f 2 Lp; satisfying ef (0) = 0, we have
lim
m!1 jjP
m(S )[ f (x)]jj1=mL2;  sup
(P
  1
n
! : n 2 suppef
)
:
Moreover, if f is a polynomial then
lim
m!1 jjP
m(S )[ f (x)]jj1=mL2; = sup
(P
  1
n
! : n 2 suppef
)
:
Proof: We have known that
Lf f (x)g = LfR(S )[ f (x)]g = nLfS [ f (x)]g: (0.19)
We deduce that
L

S

f (x)
	
=
 1
n
ef (n) : (0.20)
Similarly, we get
L

S m

f (x)
	
=
  1
n
!m ef (n) : (0.21)
From this and the definition of Pm(S ), we obtain
L

Pm(S )

f (x)
	
= Pm
  1
n
! ef (n) : (0.22)
Now, we consider  an arbitrary number in suppef: ThenZ 1
0
e xxL

(x)Pm(S )[ f (x)]dx = Rm
  1

! ef(): (0.23)
Applying Ho¨lder inequality we obtainZ 1
0
e xxL

(x)Pm(S )[ f (x)]dx
   Z 1
0
e xxjL

(x)jqdx
!1=q

 Z 1
0
e xxjPm(S )[ f (x)]jpdx
!1=p
: (0.24)
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Therefore, it follows from (0.23) and (0.24) that
jPm
  1

! ef()j   Z 1
0
e xxjL

(x)jqdx
!1=q Z 1
0
e xxjPm(S )[ f (x)]jpdx:
That mean
jPm
  1

! ef()j   Z 1
0
e xxjL

(x)jqdx
!1=q
kPm(S )[ f (x)]kLp; : (0.25)
As L

is a polynomial, we obtain L

2 Lq; and then Z 1
0
e xxjL

(x)jqdx
!1=q
< 1:
Then it follows from ef() , 0 and (0.25) that
jP
  1

!
j  limm!1kPm(S )[ f (x)]k1=mLp; : (0.26)
Since (0.26) holds for all  2 suppef, we obtain
supfjP
  1

!
j :  2 suppefg  limm!1kPm(S )[ f (x)]k1=mLp; : (0.27)
Now, we will prove
supfjP
  1

!
j :  2 suppefg  limm!1kPm(S )[ f (x)]k1=mLp; (0.28)
in the case where f is a polynomial.
Indeed, put M := deg( f ). Hence,
Pm(S )[ f (x)] =
MX
n= M
(n) 1Pm
  1
n
! ef(n)Ln (x) (0 < x < 1)
and
kPm(S )[ f (x)]kLp; 
PM
n= M(n) 1Pm
 1

 ef(n)kLnkLp;
 [supfjP( 1

)j : n 2 suppefg]m PMn= M(n) 1ef(n)kLnkLp;
which gives
limm!1kPm(S )[ f (x)]k1=mLp;  supfjP
  1

!
j :  2 suppefg:
That mean (0.28) have been proved. From (0.27) and (0.28), it is easy to see
lim
m!1 jjP
m(S )[ f (x)]jj1=mLp; = supfjP
  1
n
!
j : n 2 suppefg
and the proof is complete.

Let P(x) = x, then we have the following result
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Corollary 0.4 Let 1  p  1 and let f an arbitrary polynomial satisfying ef (0) = 0. Then, there exist the
following limit
lim
m!1 jjS
m[ f (x)]jj1=mLp;
and
lim
m!1 jjS
m[ f (x)]jj1=mLp; =
1
deg1( f )
;
where deg1( f ) = inffn 2 Z+ : ef(n) , 0g.
We denote by Tm the set of the algebra polynomials of degree  m, and the error of approximation Em( f ) of f by
elements from Tm is
Em( f ) = inf
P2Tm
k f   PkL2; :
Take it in mind, we have the following theorem
Theorem 0.5 Assume that f (x) 2 L2;. Then Lf f (x)g 2 l2; and
jj f jjL2; =
p
 ( + 1)jjLf f (x)gjjl2; :
Moreover,
Em( f ) = jj f jjL2;  
mX
n=0
(ef(n))2 ( + 1)  n + n
!
:
Proof: We see that
jj f (x)  Pmn=0(n) 1c(n)Ln (x)jjL2; = R 10 e xx f (x)  Pmn=0(n) 1c(n)Ln (x)2dx (0.29)
=
R 1
0 e
 xx( f (x))2dx   2 R 10 e xx f (x)Pmn=0(n) 1c(n)Ln (x)dx (0.30)
+
R 1
0 e
 xx
Pm
n=0(n)
 1c(n)Ln (x)
2
dx: (0.31)
Note that Z 1
0
e xx f (x)
mX
n=0
(n) 1c(n)Ln (x)dx =
Pm
n=0
R 1
0 e
 xx f (x)(n) 1c(n)Ln (x)dx (0.32)
=
Pm
n=0(n)
 1c(n)ef(n): (0.33)
Using (0.3) we obtainZ 1
0
e xx
 mX
n=0
(n) 1c(n)Ln (x)
2
dx =
P
1i; jm
R 1
0 e
 xx

(n) 2(c(n))2Li (x)L

j (x)

dx
=
P
1i= jm
R 1
0 e
 xx

(n) 2(c(n))2Li (x)L

j (x)

dx
=
Pm
n=0(n)
 1(c(n))2: (0.34)
Using (0.29), (0.32) and (0.34) we get
jj f (x)  
mX
n=0
(n) 1c(n)Ln (x)jjL2; = jj f jj2L2;   2
Pm
n=0(n)
 1c(n)ef(n) +Pmn=0(n) 1(c(n))2
= jj f jj2L2;  
Pm
n=0(n)
 1(ef(n))2 +Pmn=0(n) 1(ef(n)   c(n))2 (0.35)
which gives
inf
(c0;:::;cm)2Rm
jj f (x)  
mX
n=0
(n) 1c(n)Ln (x)jjL2; = jj f jj2L2;  
mX
n=0
(n) 1(ef(n))2:
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Then, it follows from
Pm
n=0(n)
 1c(n)Ln (x) which is the algebra polynomial of degree m
Em( f ) = jj f jj2L2;  
mX
n=0
(n) 1(ef(n))2 = jj f jjL2;   mX
n=0
(ef(n))2 ( + 1)  n + n
!
:
Let c(n) = ef(n) for all n = 0; 1; : : : ;m, we obtain
jj f (x)  
mX
n=0
(n) 1ef(n)Ln (x)jjL2; = jj f jj2L2;   mX
n=0
(n) 1(ef(n))2:
Therefore, since lim
m!1 jj f (x)  
mX
n=0
(n) 1ef(n)Ln (x)jjL2; = 0, we have Lf f (x)g 2 l2; and
jj f jj2L2; =
mX
n=0
(n) 1(ef(n))2;
and then p
 ( + 1)jjLf f (x)gjjl2; = jj f jjL2; :
The proof is complete.

We are now able to present the following result
Theorem 0.6 Let P(x) be the polynomial. Then for an arbitrary polynomial f , we always have
jjPm(R)[ f (x)]jjL2;  supfjP( n)j : n 2 suppefgjjPm 1(R)[ f (x)]jjL2; ; (0.36)
jjPm(R)[ f (x)]jjL2;  inf
n
jP( n)j : n 2 suppefo jjPm 1(R)[ f (x)]jjL2; (0.37)
and
lim
m!1 jjP
m(R)[ f (x)]jj1=mL2; = deg( f ): (0.38)
Proof: We have known that
L

Pm(R)

f (x)
	
= Pm ( n) ef (n) :
Then it follows from Theorem 0.5 that
jjPm(R)[ f (x)]jjL2; =
p
 ( + 1)jjL Pm(R)  f (x)	 jjl2;
=
p
 ( + 1)
 P1
n=0

Pm( n)ef (n)2  n + n
!!1=2
:
Hence
jjPm(R)  f (x)jjL2; = p ( + 1)
0BBBBBBBBB@ X
n2suppef

Pm( n)ef (n)2  n + n
!1CCCCCCCCCA
1=2
 p ( + 1) sup njP( n)j : n 2 suppefo

0BBBBBBBBB@ X
n2suppef

Pm 1( n)ef (n)2  n + n
!1CCCCCCCCCA
1=2
= sup
n
jP( n)j : n 2 suppefo jjPm 1(R)  f (x)jjL2;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and (0.36) just been proved.
Now, we will prove (0.37). Indeed, we have
jjPm(R)  f (x)jjL2; = p ( + 1) 0BBBBB@ 1X
n=0
(Pm( n)ef (n))2  n + n
!1CCCCCA1=2
which gives
jjPm(R)  f (x)jjL2; = p ( + 1)
0BBBBBBBBB@ X
n2suppef
(Pm( n)ef (n))2  n + n
!1CCCCCCCCCA
1=2
:
It follows that
jjPm(R)  f (x)jjL2;  p ( + 1) inffjP( n)j : n 2 suppefg

0BBBBBBBBB@ X
n2suppef
(Pm 1( n)ef (n))2  n + n
!1CCCCCCCCCA
1=2
= inffjP( n)j : n 2 suppefgjjPm 1(R)  f (x)jjL2; ;
and (0.37) just been proved. Note that, we check (0.37) from Theorem 0.1. The proof is complete.

Since for all a polynomial f and n > deg( f ) then ef(n) = 0, we obtain suppef  f0; 1; : : : deg( f )g. Then, by
applying Theorem 0.6 we have the following corollary
Corollary 0.7 Let P(x) be the polynomial. Then for an arbitrary polynomial f , we always have
jjPm(R)[ f (x)]jjL2;  supfjP( n)j : 0  n  deg( f )gjjPm 1(R)[ f (x)]jjL2; ;
jjPm(R)[ f (x)]jjL2;  inf
jP( n)j : 0  n  deg( f )	 jjPm 1(R)[ f (x)]jjL2;
and
lim
m!1 jjP
m(R)[ f (x)]jj1=mL2; = deg( f ):
Let P(x) = x, then it follows from Theorem 0.6
Corollary 0.8 Let P(x) be the polynomial. Then for an arbitrary polynomial f , we always have
jjRm[ f (x)]jjL2;  deg( f )jjPm 1(R)[ f (x)]jjL2; ;
jjRm[ f (x)]jjL2;  deg1( f )jjPm 1(R)[ f (x)]jjL2; ;
where deg1( f ) = inffn 2 Z+ : ef(n) , 0g and
lim
m!1 jjR
m[ f (x)]jj1=mL2; = deg( f ):
Remark. Since f is the polynomial with degree d, f (x) can express via
f (x) =
dX
n=0
anLn(x):
Then
fn 2 Z+ : ef(n) , 0g = fn 2 N : an , 0g
and
C = inffjP( n)j : n 2 Z+; ef(n) , 0g = inffjP( n)j : n 2 Z+; an , 0g:
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